American Higher Education in Changing Global Economy
An executive seminar and scholarly forum

December 5, 2013
Metro Atlanta Chamber
1:00 pm to 6:00 pm

The ever changing nature of higher education in a globalized and increasingly interdependent world is posing tremendous challenges. To meet these challenges, institutions of higher education are seeking ways to further innovate and connect with outside communities in a strategic infrastructure where new initiatives blossom, flexibility abounds and global reputations expand. Knowledge development and the commercialization of that knowledge in the international context are seen as the primary work of 21st century universities.

This executive seminar is being organized by USIII and the Georgia Tech CIBER. Sponsoring organizations include USIBRC, Metro Atlanta Chamber and media sponsor is Global Atlanta.

Distinguished speakers will cover the following topics -
• Emerging global trends and local developments
• Positioning for success in today’s global environment
• Technological advancements and Open Systems
• Training of teachers
• Joint degrees
• International student recruitment and student mix
• Cross country collaborations
• Educational institution as knowledge societies

WHEN:
Thursday, December 5, 2013
Time – 1 pm to 6 pm
(Reception between 5 pm to 6 pm).

WHERE:
Metro Atlanta Chamber
235 Andrew Young International Blvd. NW
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
http://www.metroatlantachamber.com

ONLINE REGISTRATIONS
Regular registration $55/person (subject to availability).

For sponsorship information contact - Ani Agnihotri by e-mail at ani@usaindiabusinesssummit.com or at phone # 404-394-6678.